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Abstrat. Many logi programming based approahes an be used to

desribe and solve ombinatorial searh problems. On the one hand there

is onstraint logi programming whih omputes a solution as an answer

substitution to a query ontaining the variables of the onstraint satis-

fation problem. On the other hand there are systems based on stable

model semantis, abdutive systems, and �rst order logi model gen-

erators whih ompute solutions as models of some theory. This paper

ompares these di�erent approahes from the point of view of knowledge

representation (how delarative are the programs) and from the point of

view of performane (how good are they at solving typial problems).

1 Introdution

Consisteny tehniques are widely used for solving �nite domain onstraint sat-

isfation problems (CSP) [19℄. These tehniques have been integrated in logi

programming, resulting in �nite domain onstraint logi programming (CLP)

[20℄. In this paradigm, a program typially reates a data struture holding the

variables of the CSP to be solved, sets up the onstraints and uses a labelling

tehnique to assign values to the variables. The onstraint solver uses onsisteny

tehniques to prune the searh. This leads to a rather proedural programming

style. Moreover, the problem desription is not very delarative beause the map-

ping between domain variables and their value has an indiret representation in

a term struture.

In this paper, we ompare CLP and three omputational paradigms allowing

problem solving based on more delarative representations. A ommon feature of

these approahes is that the relation between the CSP variables and their values

is enoded as a prediate or funtion relating identi�ers of the CSP variables

with their value. E.g. in the graph oloring problem, the prediate relates node

numbers with olors. This representation allows for a more natural delarative

representation of the problem.

One approah is spei�ation in �rst order logi. As pointed out in [12℄, one

an represent a CSP as a �rst order logi theory suh that (part of) its models



orrespond to the solutions of the CSP. Hene �rst order model generators suh

as SEM [24℄ an be used to solve suh problems.

The two other approahes use extensions of logi programming. Reently, a

logi programming paradigm based on stable model semantis [6℄ has emerged.

Niemel�a [14℄ proposes it as a onstraint programming paradigm, Marek and

Truszzy�nski [13℄ introdue Stable Logi Programming and Lifshitz [11℄ pro-

poses Answer Set Programming. As desribed in [13℄, the methodology of these

approahes is to enode a omputational problem by a logi program suh that

its stable models represent the solutions. A number of eÆient systems for om-

puting stable models have been developed. Of these, Niemel�a's smodels [15, 14℄

is onsidered one of the most performant systems.

Abdution [8℄ uses a similar prediate representation for the relation between

the identi�ers of CSP variables and their value. This prediate is delared to be

open or abduible. Constraining this relation to be a solution, an abdutive

system will return models of the abduible whih are solutions of the CSP.

We use some typial CSP problems to ompare the merits of the various

approahes. One experiment is in graph oloring. We have ompared the rep-

resentation and the performane of CLP with the three other approahes in a

sequene of experiments where the size of the graph inreases and the number

of olors remains onstant. Another experiment is the n-queens problem where

both the domain size and the number of onstraints inreases with inreasing

problem size. We also report on experiments using CLP, stable logi program-

ming and abdution for solving a omplex real world sheduling problem. For

eah di�erent system, we have tried to use any speial features provided by it.

In Setion 2 we review in more detail the various approahes and systems,

fousing mainly on the knowledge representation aspets. Setion 3 reports on

the experiments and we onlude in Setion 4.

We are not aware of any previous work whih ompares this wide range of

logi based systems for their suitability in solving CSP problems. Makworth [12℄

explores the spae of possible CSP formalizations but assesses neither the quality

from point of view of knowledge representation nor the performane of atual

systems. Also, approahes based on stable model semantis and abdution are

not inluded in his work. This paper is an extension and revision of [17℄ whih

fouses more on the formal relations between the delarative spei�ations of

the problems on the di�erent systems.

One more problem whih uses aggregate funtions is inluded in the present

paper. So is an additional experiment for �nding all solutions of the n-queens

problem. Finally, some omments from the authors of the di�erent systems were

taken into aount.

2 Formalisms and Systems

A onstraint satisfation problem (CSP) is usually de�ned as a �nite set of on-

straint variables X = fX

1

; : : : ; X

n

g (the variables of the CSP), a �nite domain

D

i

of possible values for eah variable X

i

, and a �nite set of onstraint relations



R where eah r 2 R is a onstraint between a subset of the set X of variables. A

solution is an instantiation of the variables of X whih satis�es all the onstraints

in R.

2.1 Constraint Logi Programming

Constraint logi programming (CLP) [7℄ is an extension of logi programming

where some of the prediate and funtion symbols have a �xed interpretation over

some subdomain (e.g. �nite trees or real numbers). Speial purpose onstraint

solvers are integrated with a logi programming system for eÆient reasoning on

these symbols. This results in a very expressive language whih an eÆiently

solve problems in many domains.

Van Hentenryk [20℄ pioneered the work on �nite domain onstraint logi

programming, CLP(FD), by introduing domain delarations for the logi vari-

ables and integrating onsisteny tehniques as part of the SLD proof proedure.

A CLP(FD) system supports standard arithmeti relations (=; 6=; <) and fun-

tions (+;�; �) on the natural numbers. A typial formulation of the n-queens

problem is as follows:

queens(N;L) 

length(L;N);

domain(L; 1; N);

onstrain all(L);

labeling(L):

onstrain all([℄):

onstrain all([X jXs℄) 

onstrain between(X;Xs; 1)

onstrain all(Xs):

onstrain between(X; [℄; N):

onstrain between(X; [Y jY s℄; N) 

safe(X;Y;N);

N

1

is N + 1;

onstrain between(X;Y s;N

1

):

safe(X

1

; X

2

; D) 

X

1

6= X

2

; abs(X

1

�X

2

) 6= D:

Exeuting the query queens(n;L) �rst reates a list L with n variables where

the i

th

variable gives the olumn position of the queen on row i. Then the

onstraints expressed with the safe=3 prediate are added by using two nested

reursive prediates. Suh proedural ode for setting up onstraints and the

enoding of the solution in a large data struture results in a rather proedural

style whih is typial for the CLP approah.

2.2 First Order Logi: Model Generation

The most elegant solution for the n-queens problem is using many sorted �rst

order logi and �rst order model generation. Systems like FINDER and SEM



[24℄ are examples. One an introdue funtions (with the sorts of their domain

and range) and prediates (with the sorts of their domains and the sort bool as

range). In addition, funtions an be restrited to be injetive, bijetive, . . . This

allows to express the n-queens problem very onisely as:

D = f1::ng

pos : D ! D (bijetion)

abs(pos(X

1

)� pos(X

2

)) 6= X

2

�X

1

 X

1

< X

2

:

The �rst line delares D as a sort with interpretation onsisting of the set of

integers 1 to n. The following line introdues the funtion pos=1 as a bijetion

from D to D. Hene, the range of the funtion is a permutation of its domain.

This funtion represents the olumn positions of the queens. The only remaining

onstraint is that queens have to be on di�erent diagonals. This is expressed by

the formula on the third line using the prede�ned funtions abs=1 and �=2. Due

to symmetry, one need only to verify the onstraint for pairs of queens X

1

; X

2

suh that X

1

< X

2

.

Solutions are given by the interpretation of the pos=1 funtion in the models

of this theory. In priniple, this approah is appliable on any CSP problem by

representing the CSP variables by logial onstants. However, in most ases, CSP

variables are just an enoding of some attribute of a set of �rst order objets,

suh as the position of a queen or the olor of a node in a graph. In suh ases,

there is no need to introdue the CSP variable. The attribute an be represented

diretly as a funtion or prediate on these objets (e.g. pos).

As the domains of all sorts are �nite, SEM �rst omputes the grounding

of the theory and then uses baktraking ombined with various inferene and

simpli�ation rules to guide the searh for models [24℄.

2.3 Stable Logi Programming

In [14℄, Niemel�a proposes logi programming with the stable model semantis [6℄

as a onstraint logi programming paradigm. The underlying idea is to represent

a problem as a set of rules, eah rule being the delarative expression of a piee

of knowledge about the problem domain and suh that the stable models of the

whole program are onstrained to be solutions of the problem.

The smodels system [15℄ is an eÆient implementation of the stable model

semantis. It works with propositional rules and a speial pre-proessing program

is used for grounding strongly range restrited logi programs. The implementa-

tion ombines bottom-up inferene with baktraking searh and employs pow-

erful pruning methods. A reent extension of the system [16℄ introdues hoie

rules:

l fl

1

; l

2

; : : : l

n

g u B:



where l

1

; l

2

; : : : l

n

are literals. The semantis of suh a rule is that if the body B

is true then at least l and at most u literals among l

i

should be true in a stable

model of the program.

Following [14℄ and [16℄, the program for the n-queens problems an be for-

mulated as:

d(1::n):

1 fpos(X;Y ) : d(Y )g 1 d(X):

1 fpos(X;Y ) : d(X)g 1 d(Y ):

 d(X

1

); d(Y

1

); d(X

2

); d(Y

2

); pos(X

1

; Y

1

); pos(X

2

; Y

2

);

X

1

< X

2

; X

2

�X

1

= abs(Y

1

� Y

2

):

Solutions are given by the pos(i; j) atoms in the stable models of the program.

The �rst line de�nes that d=1 is a domain with elements 1::n with n the size of

the board. The �rst hoie rule is used to de�ne the solution spae of the problem

by stating that for eah X in the domain d(X), there exists exatly one Y suh

that pos(X;Y ) is true. The olon notation denotes an expansion of pos(X;Y )

for every value of Y . Similarly, the seond hoie rule expresses that there is

exatly one queen on eah olumn. The last rule de�nes the �nal onstraint of

the problem: no two queens on the same diagonal. Again, the \<" onstraints in

these rules eliminate instanes whih are redundant due to symmetry. The main

di�erene with the �rst order logi spei�ation is that the mapping between

queens and their position is now represented by a prediate. Delaring that this

prediate represents a bijetive funtion is suintly expressed by the two hoie

rules.

2.4 Abdution

Abdutive logi programming [8℄ extends the logi programming paradigm with

abdutive reasoning. An abdutive logi program has three omponents: (1) a

logi program P , (2) a set of prediates A alled abduibles or open prediates,

and (3) a set of integrity onstraints I . The abduibles are prediates not de�ned

in the program. The task of an abdutive system is to �nd a set � of ground

abduible atoms suh that the integrity onstraints are true in the logi program

onsisting of P [�; formally: P [� j= I .

Kakas and Mihael proposed an integration of CLP and an abdutive logi

programming system [9℄. Originally, it was de�ned only for de�nite programs

and integrity onstraints and in [10℄ it was extended to deal with negation as

failure through abdution in a similar way as in [5℄. One restrition of ACLP

is that integrity onstraints need to be of the form  a(

�

X); B, where a is an

abduible. As we will see, this fores sometimes to reformulate some onstraints

by an additional reursion. Suh restritions are not present in SLDNFAC [3℄, a

more reent integration of an abdutive system with CLP that is based on the

more general abdutive proedure SLDNFA [2℄.



The SLDNFAC system uses ID-Logi [1℄ as spei�ation language whih is

transformed into an abdutive logi program by using a Lloyd-Topor transfor-

mation. The spei�ation of the n-queens problem is:

d(1::n):

open funtion(pos(d; d)):

Y

1

6= Y

2

^X

2

�X

1

6= Y

2

� Y

1

^X

2

�X

1

6= Y

1

� Y

2

( pos(X

1

; Y

1

) ^ pos(X

2

; Y

2

) ^X

1

< X

2

:

The �rst line of the program de�nes d=1 as a domain prediate with the integers

1::n as elements (de�ning rows and olumns). The next line states that the

prediate pos=2 represents an open funtion in the de�ned domain. It is used to

represent the olumn position of a queen in a row. Finally there is a onstraint

saying that two queens an not be on the same olumn and diagonal. This

representation is almost idential to the FOL spei�ation of setion 2.2. The

main di�erene is that the open funtion is represented by a prediate.

As mentioned, ACLP does not allow funtion delarations. Consequently, the

fat that pos prediate represents a funtion must be expressed by expliit on-

straints. A standard way to axiomatize that the abdutive prediate pos(X;Y )

should be true for eah X in the domain d(X) is by using the following rule and

integrity onstraints:

has pos(X) d(Y ); pos(X;Y ):

 d(X); not has pos(X):

Unfortunately, the integrity onstraint does not satisfy the ACLP's restrition

that at least one positive abdutive atom should our in it. Hene, these axioms

have to be reformulated using a reursive program whih generates a position

for eah queen. The spei�ation for the ACLP system is:

A = fpos=2g

problem(N) nqueens(N;N):

nqueens(0; N):

nqueens(X;N) X > 0; Y in 1::N; pos(X;Y );

X

next

is X � 1; nqueens(X

next

; N):

attak(X

1

; Y

1

; X

2

; Y

2

) Y

1

= Y

2

:

attak(X

1

; Y

1

; X

2

; Y

2

) Y

1

+X

1

= Y

2

+X

2

:

attak(X

1

; Y

1

; X

2

; Y

2

) Y

1

�X

1

= Y

2

�X

2

:

 pos(X

1

; Y

1

); pos(X

2

; Y

2

); X

1

< X

2

; attak(X

1

; Y

1

; X

2

; Y

2

):

The n-queens problem is solved by solutions of the abdutive query problem(n).

The ACLP representation is in the middle of the delarative FOL representation

and the more proedural CLP representation.



3 Experiments

3.1 The Systems

The �nite domain CLP pakage is the one provided with ECL

i

PS

e

version 4.2.

Both abdutive systems, ACLP [10℄ and SLDNFAC, [3℄ are meta interpreters

written in Prolog, running on ECL

i

PS

e

version 4.2 and making use of its �-

nite domain library. For all these systems, a searh strategy whih �rst selets

variables with the smallest domain whih partiipate in the largest number of

onstraints was used.

The model generator SEM version 1.7 is a �ne tuned pakage written in C.

smodels version 2.25, the system for omputing stable models, is implemented in

C++ and the assoiated program used for grounding is lparse version 0.99.54.

All experiments have been done on the same hardware, namely Pentium II.

3.2 Graph Coloring
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Fig. 1. Graph oloring

Our �rst experiment is done with 4-olorable graphs. We used a graph gen-

erator

1

program whih is available from address http://web.s.ualberta.a/

1

The graphs have been generated with the following parameters: 0, 13, 6, n, 4, 0.2, 1,

0 where n is the number of verties. Graph-oloring problems generated with these

parameters are diÆult.



~joe/Coloring/Generators/generate.html. We applied the systems in a se-

quene of experiments with graphs of inreasing size and onstant number of

olors. We have modi�ed only one parameter of the problem namely the number

of verties. Figure 1 gives the results of solving the problem with the di�erent

systems. Both axes are plotted in a logarithmi sale. On the x-axis we have put

the number of verties. Not surprisingly, CLP is the fastest system. The times

for smodels is seond best on this problem. We assume it is in part beause of

the very onise formulation. Using the so alled tehnique of rules with exep-

tions [14℄, the two rules needed to desribe the spae of andidate solutions also

enode the onstraint that the olor is a funtion of the vertex. Hene there is

only one other rule, namely the onstraint that two adjaent verties must have

a di�erent olor. The di�erene with CLP is almost two orders of magnitude

for the largest problems. The times reported for smodels do not inlude the

time for grounding the problem, these times only onsist of a small part of the

total time. Grounding the problem for 650 nodes takes only 10 seonds, whereas

solving the problem takes over 100 seonds. SLDNFAC is slightly worse than

smodels. Although meta-interpretation overhead tends to inrease with prob-

lems size, the di�erene with smodels grows very slowly. The model generator

SEM deteriorates muh faster and runs out of memory for the larger problems.

The fat that it grounds the whole theory is a likely explanation. The di�er-

ene with smodels supports the laim that smodels has better tehniques for

grounding. ACLP performs substantially worse than SLDNFAC and also dete-

riorates faster. The di�erene is likely due to the funtion-spei�ation available

in SLDNFAC. Contrary to ACLP, SLDNFAC exploits the knowledge that the

abduible enodes a funtion to redue the number of expliitly stored integrity

onstraints.

3.3 N-Queens

Figure 2 gives the running times for the di�erent systems for �nding a �rst

solution. Both axes are plotted on a linear sale. The time onsumed while

grounding is again not inluded in the graph (for 18 queens, half a seond).

Again, CLP gives the best results. SLDNFAC is seond best and, although meta-

interpretation overhead inreases with problem size, deteriorates very slowly.

ACLP is third

2

, with a small di�erene, probably due to the lak of the funtion-

spei�ation mentioned in the setion above. The next one is SEM. It runs out

of memory for large problems (it needs about 120MB for 27 queens). smodels

performs very poorly on this problem, in partiular when ompared with its

performane on the graph oloring problem. It is well-known that to obtain good

results for omputing the �rst solution for the n-queens problem, a good searh

heuristi is needed, like the �rst fail priniple used by the systems based on CLP.

We believe that the bad performane of smodels is explained by the absene of

2

The results with ACLP are substantially better than those in the previous paper [17℄.

This is due to the removal of a redundant and time onsuming omplete onsisteny

hek after the proessing of eah new CLP onstraint.
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appropriate heuristis. This is on�rmed by the muh better performane of the

system in omputing all solutions.

Figure 3 gives the running times for �nding all solutions. The y-axis is plot-

ted on a logarithmi sale. The CLP, ACLP and SLDNFAC systems are based

on the same �nite domain onstraint solver, so their onvergene is not unex-

peted. Indeed, the abdutive system generates a onstraint problem whih is

equivalent to the problem generated by the CLP program and no baktraking

ours in the abdutive system. Hene, its overhead beomes ignorable. Also

the SEM system onverges to the same performane as CLP (but runs out of

memory for big problems). In this experiment, the smodels system performs

muh better but is still the slowest system. A likely reason for this is that the

number of propositional variables in the n-queens problem grows quadratially

with the problem size, in ontrast with the graph oloring problem where the

number of variables grows only linearly (beause of a onstant number of olors).

Consequently, the grounding grows faster for this problem. The CLP onsisteny

tehniques seem to be muh less sensitive to the domain size, and this arries

over to the abdutive systems whih redue the problem to a CLP problem and

then use the CLP solver to searh for the solution.

3.4 A Real World Problem

A Belgian eletriity ompany has a number of power plants divided in geo-

graphi areas. Eah power plant has a number of power generating units, eah of

whih must reeive a given number (usually 1 or 2) of preventive maintenanes

with a �xed duration in the ourse of one year. The omputational problem is to

shedule these maintenanes aording to some onstraints and optimality rite-

ria. Some of the onstraints are: some time slots are prohibited for maintenane

for some units; for eah power plant, there is an upper limit on the total number

of units in maintenane per week for reasons of availability of personnel; some

of the maintenanes are �xed in advane, . . . The objetive of the problem is to

�nd a shedule that maximizes the minimal weekly reserve, whih is the sum

of the apaity of all units not in maintenane minus the expeted weekly peak

load.

This is a rather diÆult problem in several aspets. Firstly, the spei�ation

uses aggregate expressions like ardinality and sum (e.g. for eah area, there is

an upper limit to the total apaity for units in maintenane per week). Only

CLP, smodels and SLDNFAC support some form of aggregates and only these

systems were used in our experiment. Also, the searh spae is very large, as

there are 56 maintenanes to be sheduled in 52 weeks whih makes about 56

52

ombinations

3

. The ompany provided a set of onstraints for whih the optimal

solution was known to have a minimal week reserve of 2100 (100%). The three

systems found orret shedules but none was able to �nd this optimal solution.

3

The maintenanes with duration of more than one week annot be sheduled in week

52, hene this number is only an upper approximation.



This appliation was �rst onsidered in a ontext of a master's thesis [18℄ and

then reported in [4℄, where a �rst attempt was done for integrating the SLDNFA

proof proedure with the CLP system ROPE [23, 22℄. This early system needed

24 hours to redue the problem to a onstraint store. Later on, in [22℄ several

di�erent diret enodings in CLP of the problem were presented and ompared.

Reently, [21℄ disussed an extension of the SLDNFAC system with aggregate

funtions and this problem was used as a benhmark.

The �rst version of the smodels system did not support aggregate expres-

sions. A more reent version of the system added a limited support for rules

with a body onsisting of a single ardinality or sum onstraint [16℄ and allowed

us to speify the problem. However, these aggregate onstraints annot be used

for omputing the sum or the ardinality of a set of atoms and we were not

able to express the optimization funtion. By setting inreasing lower bounds on

the reserve apaity, branh and bound an be simulated manually. It should be

noted that, beause of the very large size of the problem, the spei�ation of the

problem in the smodels system had to be redesigned with speial are in order

to produe a ground program not exeeding the limits of the system.

Table 1 summarizes the results of exeuting the problem with the di�erent

systems. The �rst row \Setup" gives the time used for pre-proessing the problem

spei�ation. For the abdutive systems, this is the time for reduing the high-

level spei�ation to a set of onstraints. For the smodels system this is the

time for grounding the program. The rest of the rows give the times used by the

onstraint solver to �nd a solution with the given quality. The results for CLP

are taken from [22℄ for a standard enoding of the problem

4

and the program

was run under SICStus Prolog.

Reserve CLP SLDNFACsmodels

Setup 45 36.4

1900 63.2 8.07

2000 7.71 62.9 >8h

2010 25.85 63.8

2020 43.73 62.9

2030 57.28 63.0

2040 71.63 261.1

2050 26843.50 871.3

Table 1. Power plant sheduling

In the ase of SLDNFAC, it an be seen in Table 1 that substantial progress

was made. Rather than the 24h needed in the earlier version [4℄, the urrent

SLDNFAC proedure only needs 45 seonds for reduing the problem and about

15 minutes for �nding a solution of level 2050 (97.6%). A solution with reserve

apaity of 2030 (96.5%) was found in less than two minutes. Note that the

4

Without using global onstraints, like umulative.



timings for a solution with a reserve apaity of 1900 up to 2030 are similar.

This is explained by the fat that in the �ve ases the same solution with reserve

apaity of 2030 was omputed. The small di�erenes in timings are due to

noise in the measurements. Strange enough, CLP deteriorates when it reahes

a solution for a reserve apaity of 2050 whereas the SLDNFAC solution does

not. This must be due to the fat that the onstraint store built by the CLP

solution di�ers from the one built by the SLDNFAC solution. This is aidental:

in general, onstraint stores onstruted by a hand made CLP program are more

eÆient than the ones omputed by SLDNFAC. The smodels system needed

40 seonds for grounding and the best solution we were able to �nd was 1900

(90.5%) in 8 seonds. We did not �nd better solutions in reasonable time.

4 Conlusion

Finite domain CLP is widely aepted as an exellent tool for CSP solving.

However CLP programs have drawbaks from the point of view of knowledge

representation. As explained in Setion 2.1, the variables of the CSP have to be

organized in a data struture and \proedural" ode is required to reate this

data struture and to set up the onstraints. This level of indiretion inreases

the oneptual distane between the program and the problem and makes pro-

grams less delarative. Reently, several attempts have been made to introdue

formalisms allowing more delarative formalizations. They are based on stable

model semantis [11, 13, 14℄ and on abdution [9, 10, 3℄. Although these systems

have an expressivity beyond what is needed to desribe a CSP (they address

non-monotoni reasoning while CSP solving requires only negation of primitive

onstraints), it is worthwhile to ompare these systems with CLP whih is state

of the art for CSP solving. Beause both stable models and abdution express

solutions to problems as models of their theory, we have also inluded �rst or-

der model generators in our study [24℄. As argued in Setion 2, these three

approahes are better than CLP from knowledge representation point of view,

the formalizations are more natural, more readable, oneptually loser to the

problem, in short they are more delarative than CLP programs. Whih one of

the three disussed mehanisms is the most delarative is likely a matter of taste

and familiarity.

Inevitably there is a prie to be paid for these higher level desriptions. None

of the \delarative" systems experimented with omes lose to the performane

level of CLP. This result holds although the CLP system is not favored by

the problem hoie. Indeed, in both graph oloring and n-queens problem, all

onstraints are disequality onstraints whih are known to give little propagation.

Our experiments show that �rst order model generators do not sale well

and run out of memory for large problem instanes even though the size of the

ground program is smaller ompared to smodels. We think that this is not

an inherent limitation of the approah but rather that suh systems were writ-

ten with the goal of fast performane and this is visible in our experiemnts. In

ontrast, smodels runs in linear spae wrt the size of the grounding [15℄ and



was able to solve all problem sizes. Of the two abdutive systems, SLDNFAC

supports a substantially riher formalism and is performing slightly better than

ACLP. As the two systems follow more or less the same strategy of top-down

redution of integrity onstraints and of forwarding the redued ones to the CLP

solver and as both are implemented as a Prolog meta-interpreter, the di�erene

seems to be mainly due to the support of funtion spei�ations. The fat that

the SLDNFAC meta-interpreter outperforms SEM (a �ne tuned C implementa-

tion) on both problems and ompares very well with the C++ implementation of

smodels (it is muh better on the n-queens problem while it reahes almost the

same performane on the graph oloring problem) suggest that its overall strat-

egy is the best one of the three systems for CSP solving. Also the experiments

with the large sheduling problem suggest this: the setup time is aeptable and

di�erenes in searh time seem to be due to di�erenes in the order of traversing

the searh spae. While the di�erene with CLP is substantial, a low level imple-

mentation or ompilation should be able to ome lose to the performane levels

of CLP, o�ering the best of both worlds: delarative problem formulations and

eÆient exeution. However, SLDNFA, the proedure underlying SLDNFAC, is

omplex, hene building a diret implementation is a hard task. We believe the

development of suh a system is a worthwhile topi for future researh.
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